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Abstract We introduce a simplified method for calculating the loss function for use in geometric shap-
ing, allowing for the optimisation of high dimensional constellations. We design constellations up to 12D
with 4096 points, with gains up to 0.31 dB compared to the state-of-the-art. ©2023 The Author(s)

Introduction

To increase the data rate of optical commu-
nication systems, constellation shaping in re-
cent years has become an integral part of next-
generation optical transceivers. Constellation
shaping is generally divided into two subcate-
gories, geometric (GS) and probabilistic shap-
ing (PS). In GS, the positions of the constella-
tion points are optimised in order to maximise the
achievable information rate (AIR), while for PS the
probabilities of the symbols are optimised.

Constellation shaping has been extensively re-
searched for both the additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) channel[1]–[4] and non-linear fi-
bre channel[5]–[9], where constellations with gaps
of 0.06dB[4] from capacity have been designed.
However, for space-division multiplexed (SDM)
channels, research on constellation shaping is
still very limited. In an SDM fibre, the propagated
modes of the channels will experience unequal
attenuation or amplification resulting in mode-
dependent loss and experience interference with
each other through crosstalk. Using constellation
shaping, these effects could potentially be miti-
gated, improving the overall performance of the
channel. In this paper we focus on GS, although
in the future PS for use in SDM has to be looked
into in order to have a proper comparison be-
tween the two.

Note that the simplest SDM few-mode fibre,
a 3-mode fibre, has 12 possible dimensions for
data modulation. Previous works have been
constrained to the optimisation of 2D and 4D
constellations. Higher-dimensional constellations
have been designed, such as in[10]–[14], with con-
strained designs, relying on lattice-based con-
struction, non-linear codes, or combining lower
dimensional constellations respectively. Although
some of these constellations are designed for
SDM, they do not take into account channel-

dependent effects during shaping. In order to de-
sign a constellation specifically catered towards
SDM channels, where the different dimensions of
the constellation interact with each other, it is de-
sirable to design a high-dimensional constellation
in an unconstrained manner.

Unconstrained constellation design is limited to
2D and 4D because often the loss function is eval-
uated using the Gauss-Hermite (GH) approxima-
tion, as Monte-Carlo approximations are not suit-
able for shaping constellations[15]. As a result, the
complexity of the AIR calculations grows expo-
nentially with the dimensionality of the constella-
tion[15], making designing high-dimensional con-
stellations infeasible. Designing such constella-
tions for the AWGN channel is a first step towards
constellation shaping for the SDM channel.

In this paper, we address this first step by in-
troducing a simplified method for geometrically
shaping high dimensional constellations for both
mutual information (MI) and generalised mutual
information (GMI) for the AWGN channel. We op-
timise constellations of up to 12D with 4096 points
for MI, and 12D 2048 for GMI, and show that the
optimised constellations outperform state-of-the-
art constellations[13] by up to 0.31dB.

AIR Calculation

The main metrics for evaluating the performance
of a constellation for coded modulation systems
are the MI and the GMI, where the GMI is more
relevant for systems with binary forward error cor-
rection (FEC). The MI and GMI for the AWGN
channel can be determined using Eqs. (21)-(22)
from[15]. For shaping, the MI and GMI are often
evaluated using the GH approximation[15]:

∫
C
e−||z||2f(z)dz ≈

n∑
l1=1

n∑
l2=1

· · ·
n∑

lN=1

N∏
i=1

wGHi
·

f(ξGHl1
, ξGHl2

, · · · , ξGHlN
), (1)
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Fig. 1: Comparison of the amount of quadratures used
between GH and RQ (16, 128, 256, 512 for 2D, 4D, 8D ,12D).

where N is the amount of dimensions, n is the
number of sample points per dimension, wGH are
the GH weights and ξGH are the GH quadratures.
For optimisation purposes, n is often chosen to be
equal to 10 to give an accurate enough estimate
for the optimisation[16]. Using the GH approxima-
tion, the complexity grows exponentially with the
dimensionality of the constellation, making opti-
misation of constellations beyond 4D challenging.

We introduce a method to simplify the GH ap-
proximation to such a degree that optimising high
dimensional constellations becomes feasible. In-
stead of using the GH quadratures, we randomly
generate L points in N dimensional space ac-
cording to the multivariate Gaussian distribution
N (0, IN ), and we evaluate the integral at these
points. The approximation with these randomised
quadratures (RQ) is:

∫
C
e−||z||2f(z)dz ∝

L∑
l=1

wRQ,l · f(ξRQ,l), (2)

where wRQ,l = e−
||(ξRQ,l||

2

2 . It is important to note
that this is not an exact approximation of the func-
tion, but instead, it provides a metric which scales

with the function. This is sufficient for optimisa-
tion, as we want a metric which can act as a sub-
stitute for the AIR during the optimisation.

In order to reduce any biases which might be
introduced by an uneven sampling of the quadra-
tures, we randomly rotate the entire set of quadra-
tures during each optimisation iteration. Addition-
ally, for GMI optimisations we also randomly ro-
tate the set of quadratures for each bit.

By using this method, we can reduce the com-
plexity of the loss function calculation, as shown
in Fig. 1. The number of quadratures chosen for
RQ was determined empirically, as we observed
that these were the minimum amount of weights
required in order to have an accurate enough es-
timator for the optimisation. For 12D constella-
tions, the ratio between the amount of GH and RQ
quadratures R is 1.95·109, indicating that the com-
putation of the loss function is lower in complexity
by nine orders of magnitude. Even if n = 2 is cho-
sen for GH, R would still be equal to 8 for 12D,
while the GH approximation would not be accu-
rate enough for use in optimisations in this case.

Results

To verify whether the RQ approximation works for
optimisation, we optimise constellations for both
MI and GMI up to 12D and compare them to cur-
rently existing state-of-the-art constellations. For
the optimisation, we use the same method as[2].
We focus mainly on the SNR range where the
FEC overhead for a constellation is between 7
and 20%, as this is the overhead often used in
SDM systems[17]. In Fig. 2 we have optimised
4D, 8D, and 12D constellations with 2 symbols per
dimension for MI. Note that randomly chosen ini-
tial constellations are used. As the figure shows,
the gap to capacity shrinks as the dimensional-
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Fig. 2: The MI of optimised constellations of up to 12D with 2 symbols per dimension.
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Fig. 3: The histogram of the positions of the constellation
points of the 4D, 8D and 12D constellations optimised at 4dB

using RQ compared to the Gaussian distribution.

ity of the constellation increases. Figure 3 shows
that as the dimensionality increases, the distribu-
tion of the constellation points more closely re-
sembles the Gaussian distribution, hence the MI
of the higher dimensional constellations is better
for the AWGN channel. The 12D constellation
has a gain of 0.31dB when compared to 12D Ma-
tryoshka[13], and 0.72dB gain over QPSK at the
point where the FEC overhead is 20%.

GMI optimisation for constellations with 8 sym-
bols per 2 dimensions up to 8D are also per-
formed. For the 4D constellations, the initial con-
stellation chosen was a combination of two 2-
ringed 2D APSK constellations, while for the 8D
constellations, two optimised 4D constellations
were combined for the initial constellation. Fig.
4 shows the GMI of these optimised constella-
tions. Note that optimised 4D constellations out-
perform constellations from[4]. The 8D constella-
tions outperform the 4D constellations from[4] at
every SNR, with gains between 0.2 and 0.36 dB
at an FEC overhead between 7% and 20%.

Finally, we have optimised a 12D constellation
with 2048 points for GMI as well. We limited our-
selves to 2048 points instead of 4096 because
at the relevant SNR range which we are target-
ing (FEC overhead of 7-20%) it is almost impos-
sible to outperform QPSK for a constellation with
the same spectral efficiency, although it is possi-
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Fig. 4: The GMI of optimised constellations of up to 8D with 8
symbols per two dimensions.
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Fig. 5: The GMI and NGMI of an optimised 12D constellation
with 2048 points compared to QPSK and the initial

constellation SP-12D BPSK.

ble to create better constellations for higher SNR,
as shown in[13]. Therefore, optimising a constella-
tion with 2048 points for GMI would better demon-
strate the effectiveness of our proposed method.

The initial constellation for the optimisation is
a set-partitioned (SP) 12D BPSK constellation,
where the constellation consists out of all points
where the 12th bit was equal to 1, after which we
removed this bit, creating a 12D constellation with
2048 points and 11 bits. Figure 5 compares the
GMI and normalised GMI (NGMI) of the optimised
constellation to the initial constellation, QPSK and
to 12D Matryoshka. It should be noted that the la-
beling for the 12D Matryoshka was designed for
the high SNR regime, so the GMI suffers at lower
SNR. The optimised constellation has a higher
spectral efficiency compared to SP-12D BPSK,
while being able to operate at a higher FEC rate
compared to QPSK at lower SNR.

Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a simplified method for
estimating the AIR in constellation shaping, allow-
ing for the optimisation of high dimensional con-
stellations. We have optimised constellations for
the AWGN channel for both MI and GMI up to
12D and up to 4096 and 2048 points respectively,
and have shown that the optimised constellations
were capable of outperforming the state-of-the-art
constellations. We aim to extend this method to
optimise constellations with even higher cardinal-
ity better tailored to the SDM channel.
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